
Oil

The big news on the international oil market Monday was the EU/G7 agreement from late Friday to introduce a price cap for Russian 
oil. The market remains uncertain about how the price cap will function and what impact it will have, but the market rose in Monday’s 
trading. The Brent front month contract closed the day at 80,99 USD/bbl and continues up early Tuesday, as optimism about growing 
demand in China adds to the upside. 

Gas
On the gas market, the week opened bearishly, as both short- and long term contracts edged down, although it is still worth noticing 
that fluctuations are very small compared to what we got used to last year. Yesterday’s downturn was attributed to windier and milder 
weather forecasts, as the current cold period in Western and Central Europe will likely end within a few days. 

Coal
Coal prices also moved largely sideways in Monday’s session. Carbon prices fell sharply, which makes coal more attractive, but the mar-
ket is in general already quite well-supplied and not prone to huge fluctuations even when the traditionally related markets are volatile. 
We expect another neutral session Tuesday.

Carbon
Volatility remained high on the carbon market Monday, where the day opened with further sharp price climbs. Late in the day however, 
the market suddenly dropped sharply to around 90 EUR/t, emphasizing that the market is driven by speculative actors. Early Tuesday, 
the market opens with a modest rebound following yesterday’s sharp losses.

Hydro

Early Tuesday, the weather forecasts show that temperatures as well as precipitation amounts will rise to above normal in the Nordic 
area during the coming days. Whereas precipitation will remain above normal for the remainder of this week and much of next week, 
temperatures could fall back below average again early next week. The outlook therefore provides mixed signals and is somewhat 
neutral for the Nordic power market.

Germany
German spot prices are high at the moment amid below-average temperatures in the country, but prospects of warmer weather already 
later this week led to falling curve contracts. The country’s 2024 contract fell to 173,88 EUR/MWh and we expect the downtrend to 
continue in Tuesday’s trading as the forecasts continue to suggest milder weather in the coming weeks. 

Equities
Monday, the stock markets opened the week bearishly, with both the leading European and US indexes down 1 %. The losses were likely 
the consequence of Friday’s strong US job report, which led to more hawkish signals from members of both the US Fed and the ECB. 
The market opens largely neutral early Tuesday. 

Conclusion

Following a quite strong end to last week, this week opened very bearishly on the Nordic power market, as the current quite cold 
conditions will be replaced by mild and wet weather later this week. Falling German power added to the downside, as the Nordic Q2-23 
and 2024 contracts fell to 66 EUR/MWh and 65,55 EUR/MWh respectively. Today, the market opens largely sideways but we consider 
further losses likely later in the day. 
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Denmark NorwayFinlandSweden Germany

Expectation

Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS

05-feb 112,69 111,21 85,63 104,14 84,61 111,47 85,77 March 117,75 117,75 81,45 101,00 86,18 113,50 84,00

06-feb 172,66 172,66 138,22 160,09 136,67 146,46 104,81 Q2-23 141,75 139,00 69,50 110,50 71,50 101,50 66,00

07-feb 170,53 171,86 69,47 165,04 69,04 119,74 95,26 2024 146,80 144,80 67,05 108,80 67,74 101,55 65,55


